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HAPPY CHRISTMAS FROM MRS JAGGARD
What a super end to a very busy and challenging term! I had the
pleasure of reading many letters to Santa, before watching them fly
up the chimney to be collected by Father Christmas - footsteps were
heard on the roof and some children saw a flash of red as Father
Christmas swept by at magical speed! Christmas lunch was delicious
and the ‘Turkey Lunch Band’ was formed, providing live, incidental
music for the children to enjoy their lunch to. In true Spring Grove
style, the children couldn’t resist singing along to their Christmas
favourites.
Many of the staff have developed their media skills over this term, allowing the whole of the school
community to experience what has been going on in school. We are all quite proud of the progress
we have made in this area - the children have certainly delighted in being on television! My thanks
to all those who have prepared for, filmed, produced, directed and edited footage, so that the
children’s talent has still been shared and celebrated. I know this takes hours of sheer graft and
dedication and it is very much appreciated and valued by all. The Christmas Nativities and Carol
Concert were superb - not to mention the latest rendition of ‘The Twelve Days of Christmas’.
The round up of the term from our School Captains highlighted that the children have very much
enjoyed being back at school with their friends, relishing in all that Spring Grove has offered this
term. My gratitude to all the staff for their hard work, resilience, creativity and innovativeness in
such trying times - there has been a clear feeling that we have all been in this together and a
determination that the children will still receive a super education, despite the restrictions in place.
I wish you all a Christmas filled with peace and happiness and a healthy New Year.
With very best wishes,
Therésa Jaggard

CHARITIES REPORT
During the Autumn term we have raised money for:
Pyjama Dressing-up for Children in Need - £289.50
and a Poppy Collection for the British Legion.
Sadly we could not take part in our usual Carol singing
fund-raising events, but Oliver, Alfie and Willow came up
with a brilliant plan to put on a virtual Christmas concert to
raise money for Porchlight and through their Justgiving
page they raised £1000. Fantastic work—well done!
We have more fund-raising
projects planned for next term.

Thank you for your support.

PTA HAMPERS
Thank you to everyone who donated so gebnerously to the PTA Christmas hampers—they made a wonderful
display in our School foyer. The tickets were drawn at Final Assembly with great excitement! We would also like
to thank Foodari, the school’s food and vegetable supplier, for donating a hamper.
Best decorated hamper winners were:
Giraffes
Year 2B
Prep 6S

MUSIC ROUND-UP
As a whole school it has been difficult to perform together this
term, but we have used technology to try different ways of
making music together. Our singing assemblies have been
virtually streamed to classrooms from the Music Room, with
one bubble attending per week. The Wye Church
Remembrance Service saw a few representatives of Spring
Grove in attendance, with Alfie providing the Last Post &
Reveille for that and our in-school Act of Remembrance (also
streamed to classrooms). We were treated to many solo
performances in assembly and the virtual informal
concert. We were delighted to be invited to take part in
the Carols from Canterbury carol service which will be
broadcast on 20th December. We also held our own carol
service led by Prep 6 and filmed in separate bubbles. As
we were unable to visit Brambles Care Home to lift spirits
with Christmas Carols this year, we will share this
recording with Brambles to be shown to the residents.
Well done to all who performed either to their classmates
during lessons or performed more publicly. Thanks so much to
everyone who helped with the music and the recording and
editing of videos. We couldn’t have done it without you! And
one last thing, Mr Fitzgerald has been a wonderful help in the
music department and we wish him a fond farewell. We know
he will go on to great things as his career progresses. We hope
he comes back to visit soon!

FAREWELL MR FITZ!
We are very sad to say farewell to Mr Fitzgerald at the
end of his year as a Gap student at Spring Grove. And
what a year!! You really can’t have known what awaited
you in your ‘year off’ in the UK, Mr Fitz… We owe you a
huge thank you for staying the course throughout
lockdown in the Spring and Summer, and for helping us
through this time—particularly for being part of the
team that looked after our Key Worker children.
Mr Fitz has also been a musical star, always willing to
help out by playing his sax or singing—especially
welcome on the daily live stream assemblies during
lockdown.
We will all miss you Mr Fitz—all the best for the future
in South Africa, and stay in touch!

A SOCIALLY DISTANCED CHRISTMAS
Written by Mrs Britton, and performed in separate
bubbles by Year 1 and Year 2, this was a lovely lighthearted on the Nativity story, pandemic-style… The
children loved performing in front of the green screen,
with promises that it would look much more exciting in
the final video!!

CHRISTMAS LUNCH
Thank you to Mr McHugh and our wonderful
kitchen team for this year’s Christmas lunch—it
was delicious! And we all loved the live band in
the corner—thank you to Mrs Jaggard, Mr Reed
and Mr Fitz.

THE OAK TREE
Mr and Mrs Jones had hoped to return to Spring Grove
towards the end of the Autumn term to plant an oak tree in
the Spring Grove grounds. Sadly, Covid restrictions meant
they were unable to travel south, but the oak sapling was
planted at the beginning of December.
Mr and Mrs Jones sent this message:
“In addition to all the wonderful people, amongst our
treasured memories of Spring Grove is the oak tree.
Whatever the season and the weather, the splendid and
majestic tree remains an inspiration.
Earlier this year we decided that the planting of a new
young oak sapling would represent a lasting gift to the
school. We would like to return in about 250 years to find
that the new oak has grown to be as robust and as grand as
his elder relative next door. In the meantime we do hope
to return before then in 2021 to help install a circular iron
bench on which will be inscribed the following lines by
William Wordsworth:
“One impulse from a vernal wood
May teach you more of man,
Of moral evil and of good,
Than all the sages can.”
We feel that the oak may grow in celebration of a
wonderful school and its environment.
Wishing everyone a very Happy Christmas.
Bill and Hilary Jones

MUSIC UNLOCKED FOR THE COMMUNITY
Mr and Mrs Jones gave us a wonderful virtual singalong on the last day of term which is now available to the
Spring Grove community. Please support their new venture—to bring warmth and smiles to all through the music
they play and sing, particularly by delivering singalongs to residential homes and responding to individual
requests.
If you:

have an individual Christmas musical request

would like to hear more about the work they are doing

know of someone who would enjoy an interactive music session

have a contact in a care home who would be interested in
engaging in a Bill Jones Singalong
please make contact via billjonesjazz@gmail.com

Our eco year started on a
high with the news that we
had been awarded the Eco
Schools Green Flag.
Spurred on to achieve more,
we unveiled SG’s inaugural
Eco Week. We were
delighted to welcome an array of people to work with the children, both
in school and virtually. The week kicked off with Lorna Doyle who came
into our Monday Assembly and showed us how she transforms old
wetsuits into beautiful bags. Tina Degner from Sea Shepherd UK gave a
brilliant virtual presentation and workshop on marine pollution and
conservation to all year groups from Reception to Prep 6, and then Jenny
Bailey - author of and founder of Tales from Mother Earth came into
school with composer Chris Symons. Mr Eule (Lily’s dad) is a Recycling
Engineer and he came into school to talk to the older year groups about
recycling—what exactly happens to the stuff that goes in the bin.Then
our final virtual visiting speaker was Ellie Patterson who took time out of her honeymoon to talk virtually to the
children about her Michael Recycle books, and to judge the amazing costumes on
Eco Super Hero dress up day. As well as the visitors, the children enjoyed themed
lessons and conducted litter sweeps and beach cleans. They wrote to Mr McHugh,
Mrs Jaggard, Damian Green MP and numerous major corporations to lobby for
environmental change. All of these actions resulted in us receiving Plastic Free
School Status from environmental charity Surfers Against Sewage last month.
We have created homes for bugs, owls and hedgehogs and will be continuing our
efforts to Reduce, Re-use, Recycle and improve our eco-credentials over the next next two terms.

Coming soon - ‘New Year’s Re-Solution’ - 18-22 January 2021
Following on from our successful Eco Week in September, we are going to focus on recycling for a week at the
start of the year as part of our ‘New Year’s Re-Solution’ initiative. As part of a recent review of the School’s
recycling, we identified that we have all the resources and expertise plus no end of enthusiasm but our
procedures could be improved. We will be rolling out
new bins, the ‘Ferti-Lisle-Zer’(see next page), and
reminding children (and staff!) the best way to recycle as
much as we can both at School and at home.
Recycling News
Our Recycling Centre (next to
Giraffes) is still collecting:

Baby food pouches

Bread bags

Batteries

Crisp Packets

The ‘Ferti-Lisle-Zer’ has arrived!
Inspired by last year’s Eco Prefect, Evie L’s epic fundraising cycle ride during the
first lockdown and generously funded by the money Evie and dress-up day
raised, the PTA, School and the prize money from our success in last year’s Better
Energy Awards, we are pleased to announce that a Ridan Compostor has been
delivered to SG this week. Our ‘Ferti-Lisle-Zer’ will use natural ingredients and
processes to create a warm environment in which food waste (nitrogen) and
wood (carbon) can mix with air and water. All this happens without the need for
electricity, making it easy to use and eco friendly. By recycling all the waste food
from the Dining Hall we can:

Reduce our carbon footprint by minimising methane emissions from waste
food.

Increase environmental awareness among children and staff.

Decrease waste collection and disposal costs.

Produce natural, nutritious compost for School and the local community.

Spring Grove accepts invitation to become UK TREE GUARDIANS
Spring Grove has been invited to be a leading school within
the growing community of ‘Tree Guardian’ micro-nurseries
coordinated by the organisation ‘The Fellowship of the
Trees’. All children from Reception to Year 3 (and many of
the staff) will be challenged to tend, nurture and nourish
native tree seeds into saplings at home, whilst sharing their
experience and taking photos. The project has numerous
cross-curricular links and will use recycled containers and our own compost!
Once grown, the saplings will be donated to a community planting project to
ensure local habitat and species are maintained.
The first seeds will be planted in the Spring during Forest School sessions.
Let’s hope SG is ‘a great place to grow’ for trees as well as children!
Mr Curnow

FOREST SCHOOL REPORT
Like every aspect of School, running Forest School sessions under Covid
restrictions has been a challenge but never has the holistic benefits and
freedom of the woods been more needed. It has been wonderful to hear the
shouts and laughter ringing out at the site once more. Acker is glad to be back
with us and still loves exploring the site and keeping his eye out for the odd
dropped snack.
There has been the usual mix of nature, art, craft and stories with dens, fires
balancing during freetime. Our French themed mud kitchen, ‘Carine’s Cuisine
de Boue’ has proved popular with all ages with all manner of stews, soups,
pies and cakes emerging from the ‘oven’.
Genuine culinary treats this term have included campfire doughnuts, roasted chestnuts and the ever-present
schmores. Sadly, rainbow popcorn was less of a treat!
Restrictions and a challenging timetable have somewhat reduced opportunities for major expansion but there
has been time for a new sign and ‘The Tesco Store’. The next priority will be to get the pizza oven up and
running in time for the hospitality industry to come out of lockdown.
As ever, Forest School could not happen without the army of volunteers who give up their time and energy to
accompany us in all weathers to help out with builds, keeping the site tidy and
assisting with the children. A huge
thank you to them all for their
efforts.
Next term, we will be joined by two
trainee Forest School Leaders,
Sophie Wynne and Aden Jaques.
Sophie is the Arts Learning Officer
at Chatham Historic Dockyard and
Aden is horticulturally trained, so
we look forward to learning from
them whilst they’re with us.

‘The Tesco Store’
Thanks to all of those who
collected blue tokens in Tescos
at the start of 2020, we took
delivery of ‘The Tesco Store’
during the summer holidays.
Over the term, Mr Curnow
(Senior) and his band of merry
helpers have finished the
construction and insulated it
with recycled wool from frozen food
deliveries. The store will be fitted out over the next
few weeks and will be officially opened by the
Forest School Prefects in the New Year.
Mr Curnow, Forest School Leader

MUSIC REPORT
This term has been an unusual one in the Music Department. There were lots of rules and regulations to get our heads
around so that we could share our music as much as possible. Here’s what’s been happening!
In Reception this term, Penguins began by learning how to recognise the sounds of different percussion instruments
through instrument guessing games. They used movement to
respond to different speeds of music, and learned to recognise when
a piece of music was loud or quiet. They learned action songs, which
have helped the children find the beat, and songs with short solo
sections to increase their confidence in their voices. They enjoyed
practicing their lines and songs (and dressing up!) for their Nativity,
which was filmed and shared with parents and the rest of the school.
Children in Year 1 focused on Call and Response music. They learned
songs that they could sing at a distance, where one group sings a
question phrase and a second group provides the answer. This has
given them the opportunity to develop their listening skills as they
practiced responding to a quiet question with a quiet answer, a dramatic question with a dramatic answer, etc. They had
lots of fun rehearsing and filming their socially distanced Christmas Show.
Year 2 focused on rhythmic patterns and practiced finding the beat in music. This was done through signed songs, such as
‘The Banana Rap’, which requires children to perform the signs of the song very accurately and in time with the music they
hear. They have been learning French time names for different note values and practising identifying these by ear. These
skills were developed through fun activities and games, of which their favourite so far is “Don’t Clap That One Back!” They
have had fun getting into character for their virtual Christmas Show.
This term, children in Prep 3 learned different forms of musical notation. They studied Graphic Scores, discovering how
composers represent different instruments, sounds and effects using non-standard symbols and colours. In groups they
created their own percussion piece and wrote it down as a graphic score. They then gave it to their classmates to learn and
then perform, with some mixed results! This highlighted how differently players can interpret graphic scores - sometimes
what was played wasn’t exactly as the composers intended! They then moved on to learning about how standard notation
is different, and improved their skills in writing down and sight-reading simple melodies.
Prep 4’s focus was Musical Theatre, discovering the features of this genre and comparing several different musicals. They
looked at how the Musical developed and how modern musicals compare to those from the beginning of the era. Using the
song Mr Mistoffelees from Cats they learned about chord structures and how to work out the notes of a chord. Many
members of Prep 4 learn an instrument, so, joining together to form a band, they performed Mr Mistoffelees as a class.
Children in Prep 5 have been exploring the genre of Rock Music. They have identified the characteristic features of music
from this genre and compared the vocal style and instrumentation to other genres. One of the important aspects of Rock
they studied was improvisation. Everyone had a go at performing
an improvised section of a rock song for the class - a very brave
thing to do with excellent results! Children undertook some
research looking at one rock song and produced a presentation
detailing its features. The complex rhythms in Rock music helped
them practice their syncopation and off-beat rhythm skills.
Prep 6 students were taken through a song-writing module,
learning to recognise the features of great songs and identifying
what elements make them catchy, memorable and successful. A
song-writing task ensued, with children forming groups and
composing their own song. The Prep 6 Christmas Carol
Competition was announced, and anyone wanting to submit an entry could compose a carol in their group and enter that
into the competition. Unsurprisingly, all groups decided to write a carol and enter the competition, making the decision very
tricky! All groups made a recording of their song to submit for judgement and Sam and Thomas’ catchy Christmas Time
came out on top. You can listen to Key Stage 2 performing this song in the virtual Carol Service!
Mrs Britton, Director of Music

FRENCH REPORT
This term has definitely felt a little different than it has in the past in the
French department as, due to COVID restrictions, we were not able to
kick start the year with our traditional French breakfast, nor were Prep 6
able to host the Café de l’école. Nevertheless, and as always, the
children rose to the challenge and presented two wonderful virtual
French assemblies where Year 1 and 2 did a great job of showing off their
singing skills, our French native speakers introduced themselves and
Prep 6 told us how to ask for croissants and pains au chocolat in French.
The highlight of this first French term for me though, and I hope for many children, was watching the fabulous
performance of ‘Les Trois Petits Cochons’ by some of the children in Prep 6. I was all the more impressed that those
children volunteered to give up much of their free time to get the play ready in the short time we had.
Nursery children have enjoyed meeting our French characters: the puppet Jacques who greets
them at the beginning of every session and Nounours who sings a little song with them. They have
also learnt some colours, modes of transport and how to count to 10.
In Reception we have learnt colours, numbers and we have been speaking about Christmas
presents in French. In Year 1 the children have started to interact in French every lesson, greeting
each other and asking each other’s name. They have also enjoyed revising colours and are starting
to read and write simple words.
It has also been an absolute pleasure to sing along various French songs with Year 2. They have
particularly enjoyed singing ‘Bonjour’ by Alain Lelait , our Family Addams themed ‘spooky’ days of
the week song and more recently the French version of Jingle bells ‘Vive le Vent’.
Before I let KS2 take the lead in telling you what they have been up to, I would like to give a particular mention to Sophie
BS, the school’s language prefect who has embraced her role and already been of great help to me.
Je vous souhaite un Joyeux Noël et une bonne année à venir.
Meilleurs vœux,
Madame Leavey, Head of French
In French we learnt how to ask questions about others and to talk
about ourselves. We have learnt about all of the colors, when our
birthday is, and now we are learning about things that we might
like to wear. Recently we have been learning a French Christmas
song.
Je m'appelle Rosalind et je m’appelle Emily, Prep 3
At the beginning of this term we were revising the numbers up to
100. When we were ready to move on we started learning the names
of the breakfast items, we watched a video of a French man
explaining what breakfast items were healthy and unhealthy. We
enjoyed singing a song about what we eat for breakfast. Now we
are learning to write our opinions about food. We have also started
watching a Christmas movie.
Belle and Liberty, Prep 5
In French, this Autumn Term we described our family members
and some of us even made up a family. After we had finished that
we studied the chorus of a popular French song “Donnez-moi”.
Towards the end of the term we learnt how to describe our hair and
eyes. My favourite part of French this term has got to be
describing our family.
Aeva, Prep 6

This term we have been up to…
Learning about space (L’éspace). We have
learnt the names of all the planets. We have
also enjoyed learning a song about space in
French(obviously,) The song was called
‘Dans L'espace’. If your children wanted to
listen to it again the link is below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mim1Ysx2Luc&list=PL1AAC8EDFDEAB
44EA&index=14
We have also enjoyed watching Tintin and
making a Tintin rocket.
Your children have been learning and
progressing rapidly. They have started to
become really good at French.
Here are the planets in French test your child
(or children )on their knowledge. Also how to
spell them as well.
Mercury Mercure Venus Vénus Earth la Terre
Mars Mars Jupiter Jupiter Saturn Saturne
Uranus Uranus Neptune Neptune Pluto
Pluton
Tamsin and Ophelia, Prep 4

ART REPORT
The arts have continued to thrive throughout our autumn term,
despite Covid-19. Classes have been taught in bubble groups, ‘Artists
of the Week’ have still been awarded and the school is full of
fantastically vibrant art displays. Thank you to everyone who donated
glass jars, plastic bottles and newspapers over the term, all of which
were put to good use! The art department always welcome
newspapers - in fact - any surplus art supplies that you may have will
be gratefully received.
In Key Stage 2, Prep 3 have been looking at patterns, Prep 4 have been creating self-portraits in different styles,
Prep 5 have been taking inspiration from nature in their ‘Autumn’ studies and Prep 6 have completed a unit based
on Vincent Van Gogh.
I am thankful to the PTA for organising and supporting a
whole school ‘Firework Hats’ project, which the children
obviously loved. Their creations were outstanding.
#homebutnotalone
Mr Curnow’s infamous ‘Home But Not Alone’ bottle top
mural was finished, framed, varnished and displayed. A
labour of love, it was designed by the children to be a
lasting memory of the term we spent at home during
lockdown. This design was then made into tea towels (TShirts next?) which were sold out as fast as they were printed. Keep them safe, they’ll be worth millions in years
to come!
The Carol of the Sea Swallows
Preps 3 and 4 were also involved in a community schools’ arts project called ‘The Carol of the Sea Swallows,’ in
partnership with the Animates Art Company. They undertook several video linked sessions, delivered by artists, to
create scenery and props which were assembled at The Revelation Church in Ashford. This installation was then
filmed and a very special, interactive 3D video was produced. Watch out for our icy puddles, snowflakes, sea
swallows and seals as you explore the following;
https://revelationashford.co.uk/carol-of-the-sea-swallows
In addition, I recently received the news that ‘The Carol of the Sea Swallows’ has been entered for The Big Draw
Festival 2020 awards! WWW.THEBIGDRAW.ORG/AWARDS Voting in the people’s award category is free and
open to all, so please support the project (and feel free to share with your friends and families) and get voting!
https://thebigdraw.org/event/Carol_Of_The_Sea_Swallows_-_VR_expedition_/9603

ART REPORT CONT.
Christmas crafts and hampers
The tradition of each child creating
their own Christmas Craft, usually
led by our willing class
representative parents, was
obviously going to be tricky this
year with Covid restrictions in
place. Undeterred, parents
carefully prepared boxes of
resources and instructions, which
were dispatched out to classes.
What fun we had making such
lovely decorations, which were
sent home for the children to hang on their trees...and all,
I’m sure, will be treasured momentos for years to come.
Thanks once again, to those responsible on the PTA for
ensuring that the Christmas Craft activities still went ahead.
Who could forget the wonderful hampers that were
created by teachers and children this term? Thanks to the
generosity of parents, class teachers had to find some very
big boxes to hold all the goodies donated. Each hamper
then becomes a work of art in it’s own right, as classes (in
competitive spirit) battle for the ‘winning hamper’ title.
Lucky are those that then took a hamper home on the last
day of term to share with their families…
Towards the end of term, teachers and children were
involved in another very exciting whole school project. The
smaller trees on the front lawn had mostly lost their leaves
and were looking a little bare. ‘Tree Dressing Day’ is
celebrated on the first weekend of December around the
world, so we decided to allocate each year group ‘bubble’
their own tree to decorate. Children adorned their trees
with lanterns, lights, ribbons, baubles and other handmade decorations. They looked stunning and certainly
created a very Christmassy feel to end the term in
preparation for the holidays.

Have a merry, creative,
Christmas!
Miss Drury, Head of Art

SPORT REPORT
I'm sure that parents are as frustrated as staff and children
about the lack of fixtures this term— and the sad news is
that the situation is set to carry on for the foreseeable
future… but… there have been SO many positives!
For the first time since I have been at Spring Grove we have
had mixed sports lessons, and while I appreciate that fixtures
when they return may still be predominantly single sex, the
current situation has opened up some interesting dialogue
about mixed competition moving forwards. Both boys and
girls who have thoroughly enjoyed the sports that they don't
get to play under the normal circumstances. Only time will tell if there has been a shift in thinking across all of
the schools, but for sure there have been lots of conversations about what we can take from these difficult
times!
We have also been thinking outside the box a little and are looking to introduce some different sports/pastimes
into the mix of sports that we cover—games such as ‘Bat and Trap’, Handball, and Molkky to name but a few.
These will be introduced to the children when the time is right and the weather is better, but these sports may
well offer another strand to sport at SG that we currently don't have.
I’m giving early notice of a themed week in the Summer term when we will be looking at health, fitness and
exercise to educate and inform all the children about the importance of healthy lifestyle choices. For now
though, enough of that… it's Christmas time and that means engaging in a well earned treat over the Yuletide
period!
Take care and stay safe! Mr Smith, Director of Sport

OUR TERM—TEDDIES
This term has been a very busy one for Teddies as we
have welcomed 22 new children! The children have
amazed us all with how well they have settled especially
in the current situation.
Our topics this term have been family where we talked
about our Mummies and Daddies as well as our family
pets. We have also focused on Autumn where we enjoyed
going for walks to find leaves and conkers as well as
painting our own pumpkins.
During this time we have also celebrated Halloween by
having pumpkin biscuits and bonfire night by making
firework pictures and breadstick sparklers!
All the teachers in Teddies
are very proud of how the
children have grown in
confidence since
September. Especially with their selfhelp skills where they can now put on
their shoes and waterproofs by
themselves.
The children have enjoyed Christmas
at Teddies. They made lots of
decorations such as baubles and stars
and loved making reindeer food for
the PTA! We have also been playing
party games and learning new Christmas songs.
I know it's been a very hard year for everyone but I just wanted to
say thank you for all the love and support you have given us. It really
means a lot! We can only hope that we have a bright new year. Have a
safe Christmas and we look forward to seeing you all in the new year!
Merry Christmas!

Love from,
Miss Fisher, Mrs Cox,
Miss Mealham,
Mrs Mac and
Mrs Bissonnette x

OUR TERM—GIRAFFES
I am so proud of the way the children (and parents) adapted
to our new routines in September when they started in the
Giraffe Class. The children all very quickly became used to
saying goodbye to Mummy or Daddy at the door and it has
enabled them all to become more independent as they hang
up their own coats and self-register themselves on our
Rocket.
We have had a very busy term
following the children’s interests
but also focussing on their
listening skills, fine motor skills
and learning about Autumn, Diwali,
Bonfire Night and, of course,
Christmas. This year we were not
able to produce our usual Nativity
play with the Reception Class but,
despite also having to isolate at a
crucial time in the term, the
children all had time to help
decorate the classroom and
complete lots of Christmas crafts.
We thoroughly enjoyed visiting
Mrs Jaggard in her study to post
our Letters to Santa up the
chimney and then finished off the
final week with a yummy Christmas
lunch and movie afternoon.
Miss Rall, Mrs Upchurch and I
would like to thank you all for the wonderful cards and
presents and wish you a Very Happy Christmas and New
Year.

Mrs Clarke, Miss
Rall and Mrs
Upchurch

OUR TERM—RECEPTION
We have had a good and busy term. The children all settled quickly and
coped really well with the drop off /pick up procedure each day.
We began with a topic on Ourselves - looking at how we are in the
Penguin bubble, part of Spring Grove School, and who we are in our own
families. We compared our different features, our bodies, senses and
measured how tall we were. This will be something we return to over the
year to see how we are growing! We also thought about how to keep our
bodies healthy and fit, and Mrs Langford and Miss Rimmer led a great
session at the Julie Rose Stadium before half-term.
We observed how the season of Autumn went into Winter with darker
evenings, colder weather and leaves on the ground. Each morning as a
class we look at the daily calendar, checking the weather, day and
date. This has been backed up with our brilliant Forest School trips
which ended with our making and decorating the first wooden Christmas
tree which we displayed outside our classroom.
We started learning our phonics and using the monster phonics
programme. The children have been learning the sounds of the black
cat letters and have met the monsters! We are so pleased with how
they are enjoying the programme. Most have moved onto blending them
together to start early reading. As always we work with the individual
child’s ability and build on it which is very varied at this stage. They are
developing their writing skills too from signing in each morning to
writing simple words.
In Maths we have looked at ways to represent 1-5, and found shapes
with that many sides, around the classroom and outside! Tricky Witch
has been in once or twice to muddle up our Penguin number line which we
sort out as a group! Remember, shapes and numbers are everywhere so
see if you can spot some over the holidays and put them onto your
Tapestry journal!
Our topic after half term was Festivals and Celebrations - we studied
Diwali, Hallowe’en, Bonfire Night and Christmas. We are very proud of
how we rehearsed and recorded the Nativity - our thanks go to Mrs
Lee-Browne for her brilliant editing and help here.
It remains for us to wish you all a very happy Christmas and look
forward to seeing you all in 2021! Take care and stay safe!

Mrs Newman and Mrs Wells

YEAR 1: OUR AUTUMN TERM
Year 1 settled back surprisingly quickly after an unusual summer and start
to the year.
They really enjoyed learning about Queen Victoria—especially the strict
Victorian schooling and workhouses. It is a shame that our school trip was
postponed and then cancelled. But hopefully after Easter we can make up
for it with a super special trip somewhere.
In maths we have learnt about addition and subtraction, place value, number
bonds and shape. In science we all loved watching the seasons change from
Autumn to Winter and had a few exciting walks around the school grounds
to spot all the changes happening. We have also looked at the weather and
made our own weather stations to record rainfall and wind direction.
This half term we have been learning about animals and humans, the children
loved drawing around their friends and naming parts of the human body. We
also loved examining “animal playdough poo” to decide whether it came from
a carnivore, herbivore or omnivore.
We learnt all about the UK and our local area, looking at aerial photographs
of our village and surrounding towns. Children loved spotting the Designer
Outlet and Julie Rose stadium in Ashford.
We have made lots of fantastic art pieces which have been displayed around
the school in various classrooms and hallways, lots will be coming home soon!
Year 1 have worked really hard to write more independently, working on
sentence structure and spelling. Together we designed our own Victorian
teacher for Year 1, here is an extract from one book:
“Mr Apricot is a ghost teacher with a sword. He has a walking stick and is
very happy.”
We have also written about our favourite meals: “I really like cabbage and pasta and spaghetti and bread.”
Here are a few words from Year 1 themselves:
“I enjoyed writing letters to Santa and adding up.” Oriana.
“When it is Christmas I am
going to eat Christmas cake.”
Jeremy.
“I like PE, we play bulldog
and dodgeball.” Daniel.
“I have learnt to add and to
count up to big numbers.”
Angus.
“I can count up to 900.” Una.
Merry Christmas!

Mrs Cracknell, Mr Mal and
Mrs Williamson

YEAR 2: OUR AUTUMN TERM
The children have had a great start to Year 2, they were all pleased to
see their friends and to be back in school. We were delighted to
welcome Anna, Charlie V, Finn, Martin and Miller to the team and all
have settled in extremely well.
The children quickly became accustomed to “bubble life” and enjoyed
our new play area - with scooter racetracks, plenty of space to run
around and a wooded camping area.
They have all been working hard in class. In English and Maths we mix
up the groups so that they get the experience of both teachers.
Within Topic we have covered History, Geography, RE, Art and
Science.
Sadly because of the current situation we have not been able to
organise an outing for the children, however they have enjoyed Forest
School and the occasional dip in the pool! We have also loved taking
care of Dot and Dash the Mallard drakes who have taken up residence
in the pond!
Our assembly was earlier in the term and we had great fun using video
for the first time, allowing us to produce outdoor assemblies! There
was some great acting and many laughs! They have also enjoyed staring
in a current take on the Nativity—’The Socially Distanced Christmas’ discovering the magic technology of a green screen and delivering some
great one-liners - thank you Mrs Britton!
We enjoyed winning the decorative tree competition and 2B won best
hamper!
We would like to wish you all a very happy Christmas and New Year and
we look forward to seeing you all in 2021!

Mrs de Giles,
Mr Brunetti and
Mr Fitzgerald

AUTUMN TERM REPORT—PREP 3
In September we were delighted to welcome Grace, Hebe,
Keira, Lottie, Mollie, Thea and Tristan to the bubble, they
have all settled in well, made lots of new friends and really
added to the social mix in Prep 3. Mrs Hughes has also
joined the team as a Teaching Assistant and is proving a
great help to us all!
Eco-week was a big highlight of the term; we piled into
the minibuses and drove to Folkestone for a busy day on
the beach, collecting rubbish and of course stopping for a delicious picnic and a play on the adventure
playground. The Eco-warriors in the year were really passionate about their cause and the need to reduce
plastic waste; as a result we wrote some letters to Mr McHugh in the kitchen to ask if we could cut down on
single use plastic spoons and containers. We were delighted to see the plastic replaced with reusable cutlery
and containers. This project taught the children that their voices
can be heard and they can make a real difference.
In English we have really enjoyed reading, performing and writing
poems. We have studied poems by Allan Ahlberg, Gina
Douthwaite and Roger McGough and created our own calligrams
and verses. Some of the children were even invited by Mrs
Jaggard to read their poems in assembly; we were very proud of
them all.
We have not been able to take to the stage in the normal manner
but have still had plenty of opportunities to perform. We missed
taking part in the madness that is House Entertainments but enjoyed performing our poems to SG’s roving
reporter instead. We also loved donning our sailor suits to commemorate the 215th anniversary of The Battle
of Trafalgar in the multimedia green-screen spectacular that was this term’s assembly. Many of us still have
‘Heart of Oak’ ringing in our ears! Finally, we enjoyed making our virtual contribution to the carol service.
We always look forward to Forest School and it has given us the chance to bond as a year group, make, sing,
play and eat lovely things around the campfire. The site seems to change and grow every time we visit it and
we can’t wait to head back into the woods in the new year.
It was disappointing not to be able to take part in our first football and hockey fixtures this term but it has
been fun taking part in lots of different sports as a mixed year group. The highlight for most children has been
learning to play hockey for the first time and getting the opportunity to train and play on Ashford Hockey
Club’s brand new astroturf at Ball Lane.
In preparation for Christmas we have had lots of fun, singing in Wye Church, decorating the trees on the front
lawn, making the classrooms look festive and completing Christmas crafts and hampers.
Finally, it is with great sadness that we bid
farewell to Edward G at the end of this term.
His witty insights and IT assistance will be
missed in 3C’s classroom and around the School
- we all wish him well at his new school.
From us all in Prep 3,
WE WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS!
Mrs Saxby, Mr Curnow, Miss Spicer and Mrs Hughes

AUTUMN TERM REPORT—PREP 4
As told by Prep 4!
Tamsin “We started off our new term with the Prep 4 Assembly. It was so
much fun because we all got our own little saying in it. It was very cool
because we got to do life rules that tied in with our PHSE study on rules,
which we put to music. Our top rule was Use sanitiser!”
Sanjay “This term in Forest School we have done lots of fun things. Here
are the things we have done; Campfire donuts, toffee apples, s’mores,
roasted chestnuts, magic wands, St David’s stars, swords, tripods,
catapults, swings, clove hitches, lashing and strapping, den building and war games. The new mud kitchen is really fun, we
have enjoyed army games and sometimes the girls have joined in and pretended to be the nurses. Some people have been
making catapults and some have been playing on the bouncy ropes. In short, we have had an amazing time at Forest School,
I'll really be looking forward to next term. Thank you to Mr Curnows - senior and junior.”
Sophie “In Eco Week we sent letters of complaint to shops that are putting their products in unnecessary packaging. Many
of us have had good replies from shops like Aldi, Sainsbury, Tesco and Asda. We each chose a different cause for example;
plastic, global warming, the ecosystem, landfill and glass. We also did a school sweep where each form went on their part of
the field and searched for plastic. We were each given a glove. Some of us were given litter pickers and rubbish bags to
share. It was good to think about how we can save the environment we live in. Thank you Mr
Curnow for organising everything.”
Hamish “The Michael Recycle dressing up day was quite fun. We made a recycled costume.
Andrew made an amazing Viking costume and I made a Greek costume. We saw the author of the
book Michael Recycle and had lots of fun.”
Arthur “In the school litter sweep we first all had about a metre square each and we all walked in
a line and looked for litter. When we got to the edge of the field we started looking around
everywhere. In the litter sweep we found a frisbee which everyone found really fun for about 2
weeks.”
Mariella “Instead of House Entertainments this term, we performed a poem in bubble groups. Mr Reed came round, filming
us live for everyone to see. We did ‘Dog in the Playground’ by Allan Ahlberg. It was very fun as we all practised lots!”
Quinn “This term we dressed up in pajamas on Friday the 13th of November 2020. We did this for charity and we each gave
in £1.00 for Children in Need. Everyone dressed up in the school, even the teachers!!! Most children dressed up in onesies
and dressing gowns. Some children even wore slippers to wear in the classroom. It was so much fun!!!!!!!”
Bavi “In English we have been reading books to do with space: Fortunately the Milk and Charlie and the Great, Glass
Elevator. We enjoyed creating Wonka - Vite posters, and designing space hotels. We also wrote Max and Megan science
fiction stories. Lots have us have very neat handwriting and have already been awarded our scribe certificates, including
me! “
Rory “We have been doing a lot of number work in maths. Place value was my favourite number work. Magic squares were
good and most people liked solving them. We've been doing perimeter in the past few weeks. Most people need to learn
their tables! We have all the tables on our window. Rounding is the most exciting thing. We have done some Roman
numerals in maths and we have a poster of all the letters. We have also been working in some groups with Mrs Jaggard,
Mrs Langford and Miss Drury.
Emily “Art this term has been so fun. We have done firework hats. They were amazing (Mariella won the prize.) We have
done so many Christmas crafts such as cardboard gift boxes filled with sweets. We made ‘twerlies’ and lanterns for our
decorated tree. We have also been doing Picasso portraits and coloring them in them with oil pastels which are very
vibrant. We also created silhouette self portraits and put what we really like in them.”
Elis “I had a really good time in history learning all about the Doomsday Book at the start of the term with Mr Reed.Then
we did a medieval castles slideshow or document and then we learnt about the feudal system and wrote about either a
baron, a knight, a peasant or a king. Thanks to Mr Knowles for teaching us, too.”

AUTUMN TERM REPORT—PREP 4 CONT...
Charlie “This term in geography we’ve been doing some Kahoot! quizzes and I won. We’ve also been learning about
weather and climate - finding out which particular countries have different climates. We also studied what it means to be
Eco Friendly and learnt how we can save our planet. “
Eve “Sports this term has been really fun. I loved cross country and also really enjoyed doing all the different sports. In rugby
I learnt how to play a game of rugby with Mr Smith which was really fun. Netball with Miss Drury was really good especially
when I learnt all the different positions in the games of netball.Football was really fun. All the games of football were really
good, especially when we scored a goal.”
Frank “This term in ICT it has been very fun like making the battleships spreadsheet. Our topic has been ‘Data’ which is
putting the data into information banks. We are doing touch typing in which you follow instructions from various types of
animals. I am looking forward to ICT next term. Thank you Mr Smith.”
Henry “At playtime we have been playing lots of fun games like sometimes rugby, bulldog and war games. We have had
loads and loads of fun playing these and we even found a frisbee!!! I’ve had so much fun playing these games and I’m
looking forward to next term to see what other games we end up playing!!”
Andrew “So, the last science lesson we had was just (looks over at the board!) 2 lessons ago at 8:45! (this was on
Wednesday.) And what happened in that lesson is we made some plastic cup telephones and played around with them…
and they worked! What would happen is vibrations would travel down the string when someone spoke into one of the cups
and when the vibration reached the other cup the other person would have the second cup to their ear and whatever the
other person had said would hit the other person's ear, (a pin in sciency words!) go down their ear canal, vibrating their ear
drum, hitting their hammer, vibrating their anvil, hitting a nerve which is connected to their brain, and their brain recognises
the pattern and thinks like ‘Oh, that’s a “Hello, I am a human.”’ and that is how you hear! But, back to the subject, we played
this game where someone stands outside the door and the other person has to stand on the other side of the door and
whispers three times the thing that Mr Smith had written on the board (which, by the way, was Christmas themed). If the
person outside heard right, he would have to say the word that he thought he heard, and if he heard it right he would have
to say the word and if he got it right, their team gets a point, and if he gets it wrong, well, they sit back down. Before this
lesson we did some stuff where we would make very complex snowflakes (by that I mean way more than your average fold
paper into square and randomly cut bits off the bit of the piece of paper.) that have six sides instead of your average 4 sides
on a paper snowflake. A couple of weeks before that we did a bit of building electrical circuits, and we had to try to build a
circuit that allows us to turn on a lightbulb, dim it and make a fan blow. Our subject for that was electricity, and we did
another electricity thing, where we had to identify electric symbols, and basically that’s all, so, that’s the end!”
Ophelia “This term we have been up to…. Learning about space (l’éspace). We have learnt the names of all the planets. We
have also enjoyed learning a song about space in French (obviously,) the song was called ‘Dans L'éspace’. It was my favourite
part of French. I also enjoyed making the Tintin rockets! We also learnt words like...Une étoile, Le Solaie, La Lune, Vaisseau
spatial, and others. We also did some Grammar revision. Thank you so much to Madame Leavey!”
Issy “In R.E. we learned about religious symbols and how people live life with different religions. We also read the creation
story of how the world was made. Finally, we made a document about Forest Churches, Ruth Valerio and Mucknell
Abbey. Thank you Madam Leavey for our amazing lessons.”
Rufus “I have really enjoyed music this term. We have done
lots of singing and playing instruments. I have liked playing
the drums with Henry, Frank and sometimes Rory. I have
liked doing Magical Mr Mistoflees with Mrs Britton and doing
carols like ‘O Little Town of Bethlehem’. “
Wow! What a term! What a lot we have crammed in. It’s
great to be back at school, albeit in our ‘bubble’. Thanks to
the amazing children of Prep 4, Mrs Langford, teachers, and
parents for a fun-filled Autumn term. Have a very happy
Christmas holiday!
Miss Drury

AUTUMN TERM REPORT—PREP 5
5S have made a fantastic start to this important year.
Although this term has been somewhat different, the
children’s flexible and mature approach has been truly
admirable. They have adapted brilliantly and I am
extremely proud of each and every one of them.
Enthusiastic and determined, this wonderful class has
responded to challenges with positivity, finding original
solutions to the problems they face and most importantly
enjoying their independent journeys to success. It has been
a pleasure to see individuals using a range of strategies to
support independence in their learning - an important skill as the children prepare for Year 6.
Following a mastery approach, the children have been challenged by a range of reasoning and problem-solving
activities throughout their maths lessons. They have entered into much mathematical discussion, learning the
importance of using the appropriate mathematical terminology when giving reasons which underpin
mathematical concepts. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, reading timetables and graphs and more
recently area and perimeter have all been covered in depth over the course of this busy term.
Every child loved finding out about Bradley Chalkers in our English class novel ‘There’s a Boy in the Girls’
Bathroom’. The children have approached this complex text with maturity. Not only is this popular fiction novel
written uniquely to promote discussion but the content provides opportunity for real reflection. The children
considered the impact our words can have on the way we make others’ feel, have tried to understand why
people behave in certain ways (especially when they are unhappy) and have learnt the importance of listening
to others to show how much you value them. Our second novel was an historical modern classic, ‘Street Child’.
This has given the children a real insight into the working lives and struggles of children living in Victorian
Britain. This linked nicely with our study of Queen Victoria in History. The children have thoroughly enjoyed
learning about workhouses, the Industrial Revolution, inventions and - in particular - the gruesome diseases and
infections and the weird and wonderful treatments and cures.
I was blown away by the excitement and engagement when planning and recording for our class assembly on
‘Children in Need’. Not only did the children provide a wealth of ideas, they demonstrated an overwhelming
understanding of the importance of this wonderful charity and
were keen to educate others about it too. A particular thanks to
Harry, Pranav and Marcus who took the time to raise money and/
or help a neighbour in response to our assembly.
Despite the absence of fixtures this term, the children in 5S have
also enjoyed success on the sports field through their PE lessons.
We have had several PBs in cross country - the children have
pushed themselves week on week to better themselves, striving
for excellence. They have also enjoyed learning new skills in
rugby, football, cricket and more recently, netball. I have been
pleased to see children really exerting themselves during Sport sessions. This class certainly enjoys the
competitive nature of sports as well as the team spirit and camaraderie that comes with it.
The coming two terms are important both academically and socially for the class. As we move closer to
entrance tests and the 11+ the children should continue to develop their reflective approach to education and
‘Always do your best’. There will be plenty of opportunities for additional 11+ rehearsal and striking the balance
between targeted revision and doing so with a smile and positivity will be the secret to success!
I wish you all a very Merry Christmas and I look forward to seeing you once again in the new year. Mrs Stone

AUTUMN TERM REPORT—PREP 6
When Prep 6 came back to school in September the restrictions of the
pandemic meant that the children had to stay in their classrooms whilst
the teachers walked from room to room delivering their various subject
lessons. Prep 6 have actually been quite lucky because although we have
stayed very much in our own rooms, the children have been able to be
taught in different rooms for English and Maths as well as to use the
science lab and the art room, allowing them to access subject specific
material with more ease.
After weeks and months of hard work, a majority of the children sat the
Kent test in October. They should be praised with the way with which
they approached their first formal exam as well as the grace and
discretion they displayed when they received the results, being mindful
of other people's feelings.
Spring Grove is always good at finding opportunities for us to enjoy our
school days, but there have been such a large number of changes due to the pandemic. For example—no
sports fixtures, no singing loudly, no dancing wildly and not even having lunch with friends! These have been
just a few of the hurdles we have had to overcome, but overcome them we have and all in all Prep 6 have had
a brilliant term leading up to Christmas.
The children tried new sports, built impressive volcanoes, impressed Mr Curnow with their knowledge of
World War One. They impressed us with the enthusiasm with which they put themselves forward for taking
part in the various opportunities the school has to offer. Some children volunteered to act out a French version
of the Three Little Pigs and managed to bring a smile on many people’s faces. We were also amazed by the
maturity the children displayed when leading both the Remembrance
assembly and the
Carol service.
Mr Smith and
Mme Leavey

Looking for an original and personal
Christmas gift?
Carlie Curnow - original artwork and limitededition prints. Full portfolio available on
Facebook. Studio visits by appointment.
07855108177
www.facebook.com/carliecurnowartist

Danks Teaching and
Coaching
Past Director of studies and
Head of maths at SG
11+ preparation and
booster lessons for Year
3-6 upwards
40 minute Online lessons
Limited places available
£25.00 per session
Contact Mr D at pdanks@live.co.uk

Mobile 07590488322

Jelly the Giraffe
Congratulations to Chaucer House
for winning Jelly
1. Chaucer (494 Stars)
2. Dickens (409)
3. Austen (361)
4. Conrad (254)

CONGRATULATIONS!
Head’s Stars
Austen: Olivia W, Mariella C, Isabelle P, Finn C,
Isabelle D
Chaucer: Felipe T, Alfie A, Chester L
Conrad: Daniel H, Rufus H, Hamish S, Daniel B
Dickens: Cecily B, Ophelia B, Quinn C, Aeva P
Bronze Challenge Awards: Thomas B, Dexter W
and Thomas E
Autumn term: ‘Making A Difference’ (MAD)
Winners
Oriana C
Oliver H
Lily W
Miller P
Thea O-R
Myra T
Charlie A
Quinn C
May C
Freddie L
James D
Pia N
Scribe Certificates
Henry B
Elis F-P
Mariella C
Issy P
Andrew D
Rory B
Charlie A
Frank W
It is a record for all of Prep 4 to achieve this in
the first term!

